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In the last 25 years - my life span - Taiwan has undergone enormous changes. ITie first 
part of this thesis shows my own skills developing from a craft tradition to a more tech­
nologically- based approach using electronics to generate designs. It was logical to con­
tinue this development here in Australia, so I chose an interactive CD ROM as the medi­
um to present my final work.
At the same time as my skills base was changing, conceptually I wanted to explore the 
modem and very popular shift towards imported dolls that have been affecting and 
changing Taiwan in recent decades. To establish a traditional background to this phe­
nomenon, I looked at the historical development of puppetry in Taiwan in the second 
part of my thesis, to show how it has been used as a popular entertainment and educa­
tional art form to instill social values in the largely rural-based population. The ease of 
using puppets as propaganda to influence the population was not lost on the Japanese 
who occupied Taiwan for 50 years. The rebuilding of Taiwan with the expulsion of the 
Japanese and the establishment of the Kuo Min Tang saw puppetry revive traditional 
values. This continued as the puppets were translated to television.
With this long history of being influenced by puppetry, Taiwan was ripe for accepting 
new "puppet" forms as the foreign dolls - Hello Kitty, Pokemon and Betty Boop - were 
exported to the island. These have led to widespread and in some cases subtle changes 
to the fabric of Taiwanese society.
In the third part of my thesis, the interactive CD Rom, I wanted to explore these aspects 
of change and heighten peoples' awareness of their effect as they explore the CD. They 
see the pervasiveness of Hello Kitty spread through dispensing machines, use one doll 
(Pokemon as a cursor) to seek and destroy another (Hello Kitty) in a simple game, and 
graphically see the social effects as real girls take on the sexy form of Betty Boop to 
enhance betelnut sales. The CD culminates in my creation of a new figure Han-Gee. His 
design returns to the old tradition of puppetry but in a modem setting, and symbolises 
the re-establishment of the old values in the face of these imported and influential dolls.
Autobiography - Analysis of my own Designs
Introduction
D uring the last quarter of the tw entieth century, new technology and com puters 
developed at an am azing speed. Com puters becam e the best and the m ost pow ­
erful tools in the design area. As a Taiwanese designer, Taiwan is the m ost fam il­
iar place for me. Taiwan is the fastest developing technological country in the 
w orld. H ow ever, digital m edia was just adopted by Taiwanese designers a few 
years ago.
Traditionally  Taiwanese designers finished their works by hand. In the m odern 
design era, em erging designers rushed into the digital system  to create a new 
culture of design. The traditional designers lost their own status. However, the 
new  designers did not have the traditional skills and concepts of art that the old 
designers had. To m arry the two approaches together there have been changes 
in the training of designers. This essay w ill look at aspects of this in the digital 
revolution in Taiwan.
My own background is som ething of a m irror to the situation in Taiwan. I began 
by learning the traditional ways of design but have now come to A ustralia to 
develop my skills and know ledge in the new technologies. In the next part of 
this essay I w ill case study m yself by looking at some of my own works as I 
have created them  over tim e.
l
The first w ork, two advertising posters, was created in Taiwan using trad ition ­
al layout techniques and approaches. The second work, a packaging design, was 
totally  produced on com puter. It represents the adoption of new technology for 
me since com ing to A ustralia. I also make com parisons betw een my works and 
som e com m ercial exam ples to see the link betw een design theory and -practical 
application. In this way I can exam ine my professional developm ent betw een 
adopting new technology and leaving behind traditional design techniques.
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O verview  of D esign Education in Taiwan
Follow in g the new  age, com puters have been used in a variety  of areas and for 
a num ber of purposes. The com puter has becom e one part of hum an activity, 
changing  p eop les ' habits, their way of thinking and u ltim ately  m aking life eas­
ier. G raphic design was one area w hich was totally  changed by com puter hard ­
w are and softw are. The technological revolution had broken the need for the 
series of sp ecialized  steps necessary in the trad itional process of graphics and 
p rin tin g . Taiwan is no different in this change when com pared to other coun­
tries. H ow ever, the d ig ital revolution in Taiwan has not proceeded as fast nor 
developed as m uch as in the West, or the m ost developed A sian countries.
T rad itionally  in Taiwan, as in other countries in the w orld, graphic designers 
created  page layouts, set text and pasted all of the elem ents into position  on 
boards by  hand. M any of this older generation did not have form al design qu al­
ification s at all, but learnt on the job. M any began w ith a background of secre­
taria l or financial duties in sm all design com panies or studios. There, staff 
shared w ork alongside trained graphic designers and learnt from  them , ev en tu ­
ally  becom ing designers in their own right. They had p ractical experience and a 
long term  know ledge of the industry and m any w ent on to start up their own 
stu d ios. This w as the norm al situation in the design industry throughout the 
1970s and 1980s up to the beginning of the 1990s.
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From  the m id 1990s, m otivated graphic designers started  to abandon the hand 
tools and brushes in favour of the new  m edium  to create designs. They w ere in 
the forefront of the d ig ital revolution in Taiwan. O thers were less in terested  in 
the new  w ays and m oved out of design practice and into design schools. M any 
of these schools did not, and still do not, have a curriculum  that m akes use of 
technology as the basis of student train ing, so the trad itional designers still had 
a role to play.
U n fo rtu n ately  th is has led to problem s. Schools have becom e the battle zone 
betw een  d ig ita l technology and trad itional sk ills. W hile thousands of designers 
w orldw ide were using desktop com puters to draw, paint, m anipulate im ages 
and create designs, students in Taiwan still learnt hand-fin ished  layouts.
We w ere also out of touch w ith experim ental developm ent. In the 1980s for 
exam ple, w hen the w estern designer A pril G reim an created a d ig ital poster (pic. 
1) for a health  care sym posium ; such w ork, at the vanguard of design using 
technology, (1) was unknow n to us and to our teachers.
A fter five years of learning graphic design m any people, including m yself, still 
did not know  w hat happened in industry. We were out of step w ith the com ­
m ercial w orld. This has led to other problem s in Taiwan.
As grad uates enter the com m ercial w orld they then have to be trained by com ­
p an ies on com puter hardw are and softw are. The effect is that m any new  com -
l.Meggs, Phillip B., 1998,p.458.
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pany recru its are low  paid and becom e 'softw are tech n ician s', carry ing out rou­
tine duties and design projects using lim ited softw are. They are not getting 
exposure to a wide range of applications and are not allow ed to be m ore in d i­
v id ual and creative. They are in effect technological process w orkers.
In the tra in in g  area, adapting to change has been slow. W hile one in stitu tion , 
the C hung Yuan C hristian  U niversity  has offered a m ultim edia course in recent 
years, it is only in 1999 that other changes to this out-dated system  are b eg in ­
ning to em erge. The N ational Taiwan U niversity  w ill establish  a D epartm ent of 
M ultim ed ia for undergraduates and post-graduates in A ugust. (2)
This w ill be the new  step into the new digital age for m ost Taiw anese students
P ersonal case study
For a Taiw anese graphic designer who is exploring A ustralian  society, liv ing on 
the edge of two different cultures has opened my m ind to new  design p o ssib il­
ities. G one is the m onocultural approach of Taiwan, replaced by a broader 
in sig h t into m u lticu ltural perspectives. Recently In tern ation al Design N etw ork  
m agazine com m ented on this phenom enon saying,
Diverse cultures are the well-spring o f ideas and the impact o f these cultures on 
society can stimulate creativity. (3)
2. National Taiwan University Homepage: http://www-ms.cc.ntu.edu.tw
3. Cranfield Bill, 1998,p.53.
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A u stralia  has allow ed such new ideas and stim ulation to develop in m e, w ithin 
a settin g  of new  technology. This com bination has m eant that as a graphic 
designer, I have grow n and have now  m oved into the m ultim edia era. This 
grow th w ill continue.
In w hat fo llow s, personal grow th can be docum ented by reflecting  on two ear­
lier w orks. In doing this these w orks are analysed in the context of m odern th e­
ory and design p ractice and draw on com m ercial exam ples by w ay of design 
com parison  and cu ltu ral context.
Case Study - W ork 1 
A d vertisem en t for Son Pung Tung
a) B ackground
This design w as created in 1991 when I was a n ineteen year old college student. 
Then, student were learning trad itional ways of design and layout so that text 
w as h andw ritten  and sent to a type-setter, and illu strations w ere draw n by 
hand. A ll the elem ents were then com bined into the final layout w hich w as then 
colou r p hotocop ied . We had little  control over the quality  of the fin ished  p rod ­
uct w hich often  had sign ificant d ifferences betw een original and final colours. 
We also had the problem  of the carbon of the text peeling off over tim e. W ithout 
com puters in those days, we had great d ifficulty  in restoring these designs.
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b) B rief
This advert aim ed to introduce m icrow ave ovens into Taiwan in the early  1990s. 
The clien t w as Son Pung Tung a dom estic w hitegoods m anufacturer in Taiwan 
w ho w anted to sell h is brand of m icrow ave through a tw o-step advertising  cam ­
paign  in m agazines. The first period of the cam paign was to introduce this new  
tech n ology  to housew ives who are very trad itional cooks. The second advert 
w as designed to convince housew ives that Son Pung Tung m icrow aves w ere safe 
and w ould m ake their jobs easier.
Looking back  on this, the brief fits the idea m entioned by W illiam son that 
ad v ertisin g  is both  fu nctional - it sells things to us - but is also contextu al - it cre­
ates structures o f meaning, (4) in this case creating a context for new  technology 
in a trad itio n al culture.
c) C oncept D evelopm ent
The first advert was designed around the phrase "The Evolutionary H istory" 
centred  dow n the page in large brow n characters, a com m on natural colour in 
Taiw an associated  w ith the past and tradition , to form  a trad itional Chinese 
ban n er (see pic. 2). This draw s the eye to the m ain m essage, used to show  that 
C hinese cooking has changed very slow ly throughout history, from  a tech n olo­
gy that has depended on w ood, then coal, gas and m ost recently  electricity . The 
ban n er appeals to C hinese sentim entality. People look back at these changes
4.Williamson, Judith, 1978,pp. 11-12.
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w ith a w arm  sense of fam ily but can also see this grow into the m odern w orld 
w ith  the m icrow ave oven.
The space on either side of the banner was filled  w ith illu stration s show ing the 
gradual changes in cooking styles, placed in a zigzag arrangem ent to add to the 
idea of evolution . This was balanced by a text line giving the h istorica l dates of 
each change. The ancient im ages were draw n and shaded in b lack  and w hite. 
This contrasted  w ith  the new  technology, coloured to draw the eye to the 
m icrow ave m aking it m ore attractive and appealing to the viewer.
Below  the banner, and centred, are drop lines of text in black Chinese ch arac­
ters. These are read from  right to left beginning at the top of each line. They 
speak about how  C hinese cooking has a long history  and introduce the reader 
to the new  idea of cooking w ith a m icrow ave. The text appeals to the reader by 
saying how  this new  style of cooking is easier and saves tim e. It ends w ith the 
idea that w hile m icrow ave cooking is not a trad itional way, it nevertheless 
retains the trad ition al flavours of Chinese cooking.
In the bottom  right hand corner of the layout is the nam e of the com pany, Son 
Pung Tung. This is a norm al placem ent for com pany nam es in Taiwan. In this 
cu ltu ral settin g , the com pany is present, but discrete.
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d) C ritiq ue
In approach ing this layout I was autom atically  draw ing on com m only u n d er­
stood cu ltu ral sym bols. Such an approach is identified  by Robert Goldman who 
has pointed out that:
Ads draw on meaning systems that already have currency with an audience. Ads do not 
create the meanings, but rather provide an arena in which to transfer and rearrange meanings. 
The form of advertisements permits advertisers to convert the "raw material" of already existent 
meaning systems into hybrid meanings that suit their particular purposes.(5)
This conversion  also occurs in the second advert in this series (pic. 3). The cen ­
tral banner and the zigzag arrangem ent of the first advert now  gives w ay to a 
cen tra lly -p laced , zigzagging chord w hich begins as a hem pen rope, changes 
m idw ay to a p lastic  rope and ends as an electrical cable. This has the effect of 
u n itin g  strong Taiw anese cu ltural sym bols w ith the e lectrical icon of m odernity. 
The sym bols have m eaning, they are the referent system  that W illiam son 
d escribes w h ich , w hen used in its entirety  gives significance to the product. (6) 
The hem pen rope is a very strong im age in Taiwan. First it sign ifies the pow er 
and u nity  of th is h istorically  agricu ltural society. It also sym bolises the pow er 
to hold  the fam ily  together. Both of these concepts relate strongly to the kitchen 
w here agricu ltu ral produce is cooked to m ake food for the fam ily. The strength 
of th is concep tual link is recognised in W illiam son's d iscourse. She refers to the 
w ork done by the anthropologist Lévi-Strauss, where there is a cultural transfor-
5. Goldman, 1992,p. 38.
6. Williamson, Judith, 1978,p.106.
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mation o f natural objects (7). This is described as cooking(8), h ighly  appropriate in 
the con text of m y advert.
The rope is also sig n ifican t because it is often used to divide the areas in school 
betw een  girls and boys. In the context of the kitchen this also sym bolises the 
trad itio n al d iv ision  of labour betw een wom en and men.
The p lastic  rope was used to sym bolise the old ways com ing into the m odern 
w orld ; p lastics replace hem p. This is also transitional as the design m oves to the 
e lectrica l chord. G oldm an's m eaning is being transferred and rearranged.
A ttached  to th is central design are a series of safety-standard labels from  coun­
tries around the w orld - Germ any, France, D enm ark, England, A u stralia , Japan 
and Taiw an. These were put into the advert to reassure the view er that 
m icrow ave ovens are safe. The fear of radiation from  this new  technology w or­
ried m any consum ers w hen m icrow aves first appeared. The labels w ere m eant 
to break  dow n buyer resistance. The labels are the referent sym bols, the tech ­
nology is safe.
Below  this im age is a centred text panel in large black characters stating that Son 
Pung Tung has brought you along the next step in History. This is w ritten  from  
left to right to copy the W estern structure of w riting, to reinforce how  m odern
7.Williamson, Judith, 1978,p.l06. 
8.ibid.
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th is technology is. The transform ation  to m odernity is com plete. M odern ways 
are tech n ologica l and these originate in the W est; since Language is the primary 
referent system  (9), then the cu ltural change to em brace m icrow aves is m ade.
The design  ends w ith a central b lock of sm aller text (also w ritten  left to right), 
w hich  reinforces the idea that this new cooking technology is found around the 
m odern w orld , is safe, convenient and effective for busy people.
W illiam son talks about two ways in w hich society  w orks on nature:
with technology, to create manufactured goods, and with ideology, to create 
symbols o f 'the natural' which are then juxtaposed with the manufactured goods so 
that meaning may be exchanged between the two (10)
As m y advert has draw n on such contrast, so others have used sim ilar ju x tap o ­
sition s to exchange m eaning sym bolically. M azda has done this by using a stone 
w heel (itse lf old technology that transform ed a natural substance into a new  
form ) and applied it to a m odern car. The ju xtap osition  is d eliberately  d is jo in t­
ed ; it ja rs  the referent system  that we have and so we reject the link. M azda 
w ants th is, so that we revert to their product w hich carries a m odern, h ighly  
tech n ica l w heel on their latest car. (pic. 4) The referent system , the natural order, 
is restored .
9. Williamson, Judith, 1978,p.84.
10. Williamson, Judith, 1978,p.123
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Ju xtap o sitio n s betw een natural form s and technological form s are also used in 
the Aristoc tights advert (pic. 5). A visual link is clearly  m ade betw een the tw ist 
of crossed  fem ale legs and tw isted electrical w ires, betw een the curve of a peach 
and the sensual lines of a w om an's buttocks and finally  the curves of a furniture 
leg and a w om an 's leg. The relationship  is m ade m ore sop histicated  w hen we 
realise that in each photograph of the m odel's body, the natural form  is itse lf 
covered w ith the technology of stockings. They blend w ith the n atural form  
becom ing one. The eye accepts this union, the m etaphor is com plete.
Case Study - W ork 2 
A Packaging D esign
a) B ackground
This p ackaging  w as created in 1997 in A ustralia. At that tim e, I was learning 
com puter technology and softw are program s such as Illustrator 7.0, Photoshop 
4.0 and Quark Xpress 4.0. I took photographs w ith a d ig ital cam era and im p ort­
ed the im ages into Photoshop. A new com pany logo was created w ith Illustrator 
and all the elem ents of the design layout were created in Quark Xpress, ready for 
a fin al m ock-up. This process was very different from  w hat I was trained to do 
in Taiw an. A m ock-up package was m ade and filled w ith sand to m ake it stand 
properly. This w as put on display for the final presentation.
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b )B rief
The Sunsweet C om pany m anufactures a sm all range of health  products. It has 
decided  to expand its product lines to include a range of fru it ju ices. It also took 
the op p ortu n ity  to update its existing logo to reflect m ore accu rately  their 
h ealth  food im age. The assignm ent was to design a new  ju ice package w ith the 
new  logo for the com pany.
c) C oncept D evelopm ent
F irst, I surveyed  the packages on the m arket. Ju ice packaging com es in a v ari­
ety of containers - 2 litre glass bottles, 2 litre p lastic bottles and 1 litre paper 
con tain ers w ith  foil liners. A few years ago, the idea of the bag in a box for liq ­
u ids w as first used only for w ine. The UK Michael Peters Group w as the first to 
use th is idea for fresh squeezed orange ju ices. (11)
For th is assignm ent, I chose such a rectangular, fo il-lined  paper container w hich 
is easy  for handling, transportation  and stacking.(p ic. 6) Functionally  th is con­
ta in er is easy to fit into the fridge and the flip top opener is easy to operate and 
clean  for everyone - the young, the old and the disabled.
The com pany logo is m ade up of a range of different fruits that sit on an arched 
ribbon  that carries the com pany nam e. This was placed in the top quarter of the 
package and m akes use of bright red cherries to draw peoples' eyes. It gives the 
in stan t im pression  of freshness and health .
ll.Sonsino, Steven, 1990,p.42.
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The bottom  h alf of the design uses the im age of fresh-cut slices of orange. This 
attracts  the consum er to the product and v isually  becom es a foundation for the 
ov era ll design . Instantly  the view er recognises w hich ju ice this contains. 
Together these slices form  a rich, fresh and m outh-w atering im age that is tem p t­
ing the consum er.
The w ords ORA N GE JU IC E are orange coloured and centred to strengthen the 
asso ciation  w ith the ju ice. The words are large and contrasted  against a w hite 
backgrou nd to strengthen the visual im pact.
The letterin g  of these w ords was deliberately  chosen to be tall and thin to cre­
ate the subtle illu sion  that those who buy this product w ill also be ta ll and thin. 
It strengthens consum er appeal.
The w ords Made from 100% natural Australian juice. Increased vitamin C in 
reduced p oin t size are centred halfw ay down the box, im m ediately  under 
Orange Juice, in a b lack  text. The words becom e a design feature so that from  a 
d istan ce, they underline the w ords Orange Juice and therefore give them  p rod­
uct em phasis.
W hite space is an im portant elem ent in this design. It acts to fram e the coloured 
design  featu res that sit in the top half of the package. This gives the im pression 
th at the consum er can m aintain  a balanced  and healthy diet.
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d) C ritique
In 1990, Peter D anton De Rouffignac in his book, Packaging in the Marketing Mix 
said :
Visual appeal and the use o f colour, in addition to being right for  the product, 
must help identify the manufacturer and the brand, enable the package to communicate 
its contents, and stand out on the supermarket shelf. (12)
The design  of m y orange ju ice container is colourful and has visual appeal. The
/
colou rs and the im ages of the oranges clearly  com m unicates content and the 
design  and the shape of the container m akes it stand out on the superm arket 
sh elf. The w hole product is appealing, attractive, tem pting and p ractical, and 
therefore draw s the custom er to choose it over other brands.
This design  w ork how ever, fails to prom ote the nam e of the com pany su ffi­
ciently. The nam e Sunsweet is a b it lost because of all the other strong design e le ­
m ents and colours. The com pany nam e should have stood out m ore from  the 
green arched ribbon w ithout taking aw ay from  the success of the other features. 
This w ould then h igh light the com pany w ithout rem oving the subtlety  of the 
ov erall design ; the package is still present in the m ind of the consum er.
D anton De R ouffignac w ent on to talk  about w hat m akes successfu l packaging: 
In order to succeed in packaging, packaging has to combine a variety o f attrib­
utes. They include those o f the salient salesman, promoting the product contained
12.Danton de Rouffignac, Peter, 1990,p.134.
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inside the pack; helping in distribution by containing and protecting the product; being 
cost-effective in relation to the price o f the product...The materials used should be what 
the customer normally expects. (13)
M y package does prom ote and protect the product, and so helps sales and d is­
tribu tion . It is in a cost-effective container, m ade of m aterials that custom ers 
both  expect and find norm al. It therefore has the identified  attributes of success. 
H ow ever, a decade later, this packaging w ould now  have to be m ade of recy­
clable m ateria l to conform  to the cu stom er's sense of environm ental resp on si­
bility.
P ackaging  and design are both key elem ents in the successfu l prom otiion  and 
d istrib u tio n  of any product. For food and drink products it is also im portant to 
prom ote values. M y package prom oted orange ju ice as healthy and practical, 
and in its p resentation  it is cost effective.
O ther d esigners have used values as the key to their designs. In 1986 Raymond 
Loewy International created Yoplait Yoghurt as a simple and pure health food(\T); it 
w as packaged  in p lastic  tw inpacks (sm all pots), carrying a bright and appealing 
logo (pic. 7). In 1994 they revisited  the design; custom ers had becom e m ore 
sop h isticated  and indulgent and they w anted to reflect this in the product. 
Changing the position o f a product involves carrying the existing values into a new 
context. (15)
13. Danton de Rouffignac, Peter, 1990,p.l34.
14. Lloyd Morgan, Conway,1997,p30.
15.ibid,p32
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The new  b rie f aim ed to keep original elements (the logo and the color illustrations 
o f fru it...)(16) but em phasise values in line w ith custom er expectations. Product 
appeal w as m ade m ore luxurious and in their analysis of the m arket, they p ro ­
m oted this w ith an exotic typestyle:
The move from a formal 'healthy' typestyle to a more exotic one reinforces the 
market shift o f the product. (17)
M a rk e tin g  had a lso  changed  since 1986 w ith  a m ove to m u ltip ack s. 
C onsequ ently  the labelling  system  was changed. In a m ultipack the pots (pic. 8) 
sit side by side, so they decided to show text on one pot and im age on the other
to reinforce the pleasure o f the product by alternating the label positioning. So on the 
sh e lf the consumer sees both the text with the product name and the illustration, rather 
than two text labels. (18)
This had the effect of doubling the m essage that the new ly designed product 
sent to the custom er. Such an approach and the final design fits in w ith the cr i­
teria  set by D anton de Rouffignac above; clearly  the new  Yoplait is su ccessfu l in 
a design  context.





As a Taiw anese designer, I cam e to A ustralia  to use new  technology and study 
w estern  design approaches. The new  technology has given me m ore effective 
con tro l of the w hole design from  the base concept to the fin ished  product. In 
p ractica l term s this can be seen by my case study of the packaging design I did 
in 1997.
T echnological control has therefore bu ilt on and extended my trad ition ally - 
based  sk ills  learnt in Taiwan. These are seen in my first poster w ork case study 
w hich w as very cu ltu rally  specific.
In design term s, Taiwan is behind A ustralia  in teaching and train ing p ractical 
ap p lication  in its theoretical context, especially  w hen it com es to using new  
technology. One reason for this is that m any of the teachers of design in Taiwan 
cam e from  a trad ition al design background.
A nother basic reason for this is the cu ltural difference betw een Taiwan and 
A u stralia . In C hinese cu lture, we are taught to get on w ith the job and not qu es­
tion  w hy; in A u stralia  we are taught to quesion and understand why.
Train ing in A u stralia  has therefore given me an understanding of the theoretical 
backgrou nd that is the foundation of m odern design. It has also helped me to 
u nd erstand  the reasons for my choices w hen I create a design. The analysis of 
m y ow n w orks in the context of design theory and by com parison to com m er-
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cia l exam ples has helped give greater depth to my own understand ing of 
design . It is also allow ing me a greater freedom  to be ind iv idu ally  creative. 
In terestingly , because A u stralia  is so m u lticu ltural, my design ideas are b eg in ­
n in g  to be less cu ltu rally  specific as they were in Taiwan and are becom ing m ore
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The History, Development and Social Place of Puppetry in Taiwan
Introduction
For thousands of years puppets have been used in Chinese culture to entertain and teach 
people the values and morals of society. They have changed very little in appearance and 
staging over that time and have kept their popularity. As Chinese people travelled, their 
customs, language and entertainment forms have travelled with them. Puppet theatre 
gradually moved from mainland China to Taiwan.
Over the course of this century it has changed progressively to reflect the social and his­
torical changes that have taken place in Taiwan. Historically it coped with the Japanese 
occupation of the first five decades of this century, survived the period of nationalist war 
with the Chinese communists and has adapted slowly to the period of new economic and 
technological growth in the last decades of the century.
In what follows we see how these historical changes have occurred and see the place of 
puppetry in the world of a technological Taiwan affected by social change and the emer­
gence of fantasy entertainment.
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History of Chinese Puppetry
The early Chinese believed in a very material and concrete afterlife and often sacrificed 
real people;
... during the Shang dynasty (ca. 16th century-1066 B.C.), slaves or captives of war 
...were enterred in the tombs of nobles or royalty so that their souls might watch over the 
grave and serve their masters in death as they had in life. (1)
As this custom faded, real people were substituted by figures initially made of the straw 
and later of clay and wood. The earliest puppet forms of China seem to have come from 
such burial figures. The most famous example of this as part of the funeral ritual is the 
army of terracotta figures of the First Emperor of the Qin Dynasty (third century B.C.).(2)
The change from burial figures to performing ones is made sometime between the third 
century B.C. and the sixth century A.D. when there is documentary evidence of puppet 
performances. Before then there is only the anecdotal evidence of possibly mythological 
figures such as Master Yan. (3)
Literature of the Tang dynasty(A.D. 618-907) certainly contains evidence of many types 
of puppet performance, and there are long lists of the most famous master performers by 
the Song dynasty(A.D. 960-1279). (4) Interestingly, several puppeteers are also men-
1.Helmer Stalberg; 1984,p.l7 
2.ibid.
3. Helmer Stalberg; 1984,p.l8
4. Helmer Stalberg; 1984,p.l9
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tioned as working actors which suggests how close the two forms of entertainment were 
in the early Middle Ages of China. By then the popularity of puppet performance was 
widespread and enjoyed by emperor and peasant alike.(5)
The Early Style of Traditional Performance
The hand puppetry of Taiwan originally came from China. In China there was a south­
ern tradition centred on Fukien which developed the art of 'The cloth bag theatre". In 
Fukien, hand puppetry went by several other names as well:
" theatre within the palm," and the "art on the palm" .(6)
The puppets used in Fujian are constructed around a cotton glove shell forming he upper 
body, into which the puppeteer's hand is inserted to control the figure. The lower body 
consists of cotton-stuffed legs with carved wooden feet which are stitched on the upper 
body shell. (7) (see pic.9)
The puppets played on a portable stage which puppeteers carried on their shoulders. 
The puppeteer's face is hidden behind a small screen across the middle of the platform. 
The top of stage is built as a roof and the three sides of the stage are draped with cloth 
long enough to conceal the puppeteer. He works the figures, sings, and speaks for all 
parts. He also plays music at the same time by beating drums and gongs with his feet or 
blowing a whistle to provide the rhythm for chants, songs and the movements of the 
puppets.(8) (see pic. 10)
5. Helmer Stalberg; 1984,p.20
6. Helmer Stalberg; 1984,p.27
7. Helmer Stalberg; 1984,p.28
8. UCLA Museum; 1979, p.112
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The puppeteers roved around with their stage like nomads in a way similar to English 
puppeteers performing Punch and Judy shows who were
...in search of fresh spectators. Glove puppets and a booth were used because they were 
light in weight....(9) (see pic.11)
In China different regional puppet designs and stage traditions developed over time. In 
the south-east at Fukien (also spelt Fujian) Buddhist carvers created puppet heads with 
delicate and realistically rendered facial features. These are stylized to tell the character's 
temperament to the audience, while colour and motif show characteristics. Both follow 
the operatic style.[see Tables 1&2] Puppet carving itself is a family tradition and a carv­
er can have more than 50 basic puppet head models. They are normally made of cam­
phor wood and take two or three months to carve.
Two predominant styles developed at Fukien - delicate 20cm-high Hua-yuan puppets 
and 30 cm-high, less refined puppets of the T'u-men School. At the beginning of the 
Ch'ing (Manchu) Dynasty (late seventeenth century A.D.) the Fukienese puppet theatre 
was taken to Taiwan, where the smaller Hua-yuan puppets were popular in the north, 
while central and southern Taiwan adopted the larger T'u-men puppets.
All aspects of the plays followed the old Fukienese conventions, with
Speeches and arias ...delivered as poetry, and music ...performed in the traditional south 
ern style. (10)
9. Fraser, Peter; 1970, p.6
10. UCLA Museum; 1979, p.113
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Taiwanese hand puppetry
By the start of the twentieth century the two Fukien schools were adapted to suit local 
conditions; the hand puppets took on "distinctively Taiwanese features" (11) and action 
plays were more popular than those with domestic themes. The hand puppet theatre also 
divided up into three schools: the Pei Kuan or Northern Music school, the Nan Kuan or 
Southern Music school and the Ch'ao-chou school.
Pei Kuan puppets were the most popular because the shows developed lively acrobatic 
combat in them as well as elements of the Peking Opera. The Southern Music School was 
more conservative, keeping Fukienese traditions, performing plays from Chinese litera­
ture. It is known for its delicacy and refinement (12) but had limited audiences. The 
Ch'ao-chou school was based on the high-pitched musical style of Ch'ao-chou on the 
Canton-Fukien border.
The puppet shows were entertaining, often performed in front of temples as part of reli­
gious festivals or to celebrate the changes of season, for weddings, birthdays or banquets 
(13)(see pic.12)




The Japanese Period of Occupation
From 1899 - 1945 Taiwan was occupied by Japan. The puppet links with Fukien and the 
mainland continued throughout this period until 1937 when the Sino-Japanese war 
broke out. Links with Fukien were cut and Taiwan began to develop puppets in a differ­
ent style. They grew larger - T 8" to 20" tali' (14) - more in keeping with the size of 
Japanese puppets.(see pic.13) (15)Political policy was beginning to influence puppet the­
atre.
In 1939, the Japanese government implemented a "policy of imperialism" which tried to 
terminate the Chinese national consciousness. Japan saw hand puppetry as the way to 
change and remake Taiwanese society and culture into the totally Japanese system. 
Puppet plays became a medium of propaganda, unlike the past where they were 
designed to entertain, and inform to audience of community and family values.
A "committee of entertainment" was formed by the Japanese government which estab­
lished performance rules. These included the use of the recorder instead of traditional 
instruments, puppet costumes modified to the Japanese style,(see pic.14) stages becom­
ing more three-dimensional in the Japanese style instead of flatter as in traditional 
Taiwan, and perform ances to include a greater content of Japanese language. 
Performances could no longer be played outdoors but had to use an assigned theatre 
with a repetoire based on bushido - the samurai spirit. All troupes had to be licenced by 
the committee and were paid as employees of the government.
14. UCLA Museum; 1979,p.ll3
15. Traditional Japanese puppetry called "Bunraku".
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Some hand puppet troupes were not happy to follow these new rules and many actors 
changed careers; some performed short plays often only a few minutes long as a way to 
sell medicines such as for roundworms to local villagers.
Restrictions to puppet theatre in Taiwan remained until the end of World War Two when 
the Chiang Chieh Shih (Chiang Kai-shek) Government took over.
The period of Kuo Min Tang (the Kuo Min Party)
Taiwanese hand puppetry had been through the period of a "policy of imperialism" and 
moved to a different policy based on a theatrical "Play of Anticommunism" (see pic.15) 
promoted by the Kuo Min Tang. This was performed a half hour before the main play. Its 
inclusion did not change puppet performance much at all. The continuation of plays full 
of dogma was not popular; these propaganda plays disappeared in the first few years of 
the 1950s. Puppet design did not change much; only the costumes were different.
The Gold Light Style of Puppetry
From the early 1960s on, puppetry went through a series of further changes. The Kuo 
Min Tang prohibited the performance of hand puppet plays in open-air theatres after 
1950. Puppet troupes also started to abandon traditional performances, now incorporat­
ing m odem  technology, and also began to re-modify the puppets. Their size was 
enlarged from 30 cm to around 90 cm which suited the bigger stages being developed to 
accommodate larger audiences. The Gold Light style of puppetry had begun. Now pup­
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pet heroes were illuminated in a flood of golden light; stage lighting was now used for 
effect, supporting the storyline directly. Record players were also used to play the back­
ground music. As post-war Japan used new technology in its puppet stage perfor­
mances, so Taiwan was quick to follow the trend. By 1969 puppet shows were boadcast 
on TV for the first time by the master of Gold Light puppets, Chun-Hsiung Huang. 
Puppetry had entered a new era.(see pic.l6&17)
The large Gold Light puppets were too big for one puppeteer to control. The one-man 
show disappeared and was replaced with a number of people sharing puppet roles; they 
also added a professional singer. Staged theatrical production in Taiwan now saw peo­
ple with specific and individual roles and duties. Labour was now more specialised.
There were also changes in income and pay conditions for puppeteers. Traditionally 
troupes were hired by rich patrons to put on their plays over a period of time in the open 
air in front of the temple, for which they were paid upfront. By comparison, in the 1940s 
the salary of school teachers was NT. 200 (AU$10) per month, while the salary of pup­
peteers was NT. 200 (AU$10) per day. (16)
When the original hand puppet shows were forced into theatres, (see pic. 18) all income 
depended on ticket sales. This income had to pay wages as well as cover the costs of 
indoor equipment and all the extras that go with a theatrical performance - lighting, pop 
songs, stage design and aerobatics. It was a transitional period from traditional hand 
puppetry to the new Gold Light style.
16.Information supplied in interview by Mr Shih, Director of the Si Tan Society, a national group interest­
ed in preserving the history of traditional Taiwanese puppets.
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Gone were the old plays based on popular novels, legends, and historical narrations with 
well-developed characters that taught moral notions and traditional values of Chinese 
society. The young audiences of Gold Light puppets now saw soap-opera stories of indi­
vidual and gang-land struggles for power and dominance. Fantasy characters are 
involved in stories of tension and suspense, resolved through many fast-action, kung-fu 
scenes, all supported by technical extravaganzas; modem Taiwan's social values were 
changing. The shows were extremely popular, shown on Midday television to a nation­
wide audience that included students and even government offices stopped for this peri­
od. The craze made such an impact that farmers mshed home from their fields to watch 
the program which aired for 30 minutes. This led the Taiwanese government to prohibit 
the program in 1973, because it was a "hindrance to normal agricultural activity." 
(17)Economic production was down.
This ban was lifted in 1981 but reimposed in 1983 because the programs were excessive­
ly violent and the stories were considered weird. Puppetry moved back into open-air 
theatres.
In 1983, Lotto became very popular in Taiwan with many people going to the temple to 
get their numbers through fortune-telling. In return they would promise that if they won 
they would give thanks with a gift to the God. Many people won smaller prizes and paid 
for hand puppet performances at the temple as their gesture of thanks. Because tradi­
tional puppet shows were more expensive - NT$10000-20000 (AU$500-1000), the Gold
17.Lu, Li-Cheng; 1995,p.20
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Light puppet shows which cost less - NT2000-3000 dollars (AU$100-150), (18)became 
more popular and continued to be shown as an art form. Gold Light puppetry was again 
part of mainstream entertainment as thousands of shows were put on to cater for the 
huge number of winners. Puppetry was now prosperous offering quantity rather than 
quality performances. However, this time of prosperity ended again when the govern­
ment withdrew Lotto in 1987. Today there is one major Gold Light puppet troupe oper­
ating in Taiwan - the Chun-Hsiung Huang group. (19)
The Chun-Hsiung Huang group has continued to develop TV puppetry (see pic. 19), mak­
ing videos in their own studios. They have added new technology as it has developed, 
so computer effects combine with animation to make the puppets operate against more 
realistic backgrounds on screen. The puppets have developed as individual characters, 
heroes and villains who play out their roles in a past-world setting. As in the modem car­
toon system(20), the characters are powerful and everlasting; when the hero kills the vil­
lain, the audience knows that the villain will be back for the next round. The struggle 
between good and evil will continue.
In early 1990s, the puppet shows attracted more audiences, especially graduate students. 
They set up web sites on the internet with chat rooms to discuss program plots. The pup-
18. Lu, Li-Cheng; 1995,pp.48-49
19. After 1987, there were also only two major traditional puppet troupes - the Tian-Lu Lee group and the 
Hai-Tai Huang group, which continued to focus on and pass on the traditional skills of hand puppetry.
20 .In the western cartoon tradition, characters like Roadrunner and the coyote continually chase each 
other. The fun is in the storyline and the situations that the coyote gets himself in. We know he will never 
catch Roadrunner, but he continues to try, each time more inventively than before. When he runs over a 
cliff and falls to what must realistically be his death, he does not die but comes back. The chase continues 
forever.
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pet company itself has created the "Kingdom of Chun-Hsiung Huang", which supplies 
TV shows, computer games, novels and posters about the individual puppet characters. 
The development and popularity of hand puppetry in Taiwan is like a never-ending 
story. It continues to grow and change, and reflects as well as influences the development 
of society in Taiwan. It is not just puppetry any more, it is a part of popular culture in 
Taiwan.
Contemporary Taiwan - Popular Culture and Puppetry
Taiwan today is a technologically-advanced society developing in the modem world of 
global economics, trade and politics. Its society is influenced by its past but is also sub­
ject to trends, fashions and ideas from outside. These come from both the Asian and the 
Western worlds. As with other countries in the world, Taiwan is changing.
It is normal today for people in Taiwan to work either in an office or in the manufactur­
ing sector. By the time they travel to and from work and spend nine hours at work, much 
of the day is gone. There is little time in the working week for socialising. Most evenings 
people spend their time at home. Even there, there is a division between the expectations 
of males and females; males can often relax and watch TV or videos, play computer 
games or surf the net; for females they often have to continue with domestic duties - 
cooking, washing, cleaning and looking after the children. (21)They have a longer day 
than males. This, combined with short holidays per year compared to Australia, makes
21. Womenet, http://www.womenet.org.tw/forum/news/news.html
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for an increasingly stressful society with few mechanism in place for people to cope with 
these. Peoples' leisure activities and the growth of popular culture can show us one way 
in which people do try to cope with daily social stress - they escape into fantasy
The fastest fantasy growth areas have been the popularity of dolls and cartoon charac­
ters and also the growth of contemporary puppet shows. These preoccupy people's time, 
interest and activities. They watch TV shows with these characters, play video games 
with them, collect dolls and soft toys of them and wear or use a whole range of market­
ed products that bear the images of their favourite character with whom they identify. 
The popularity of these in recent years has been enormous. The market has not just been 
aimed at the children of Taiwan but has been marketed to the adults, particularly young 
adults in the age group 19 - 30. The success of this has taken off in Taiwan with soft toy 
characters such as Hello Kitty(see pic.20), Pokemon(see pic.21), Doraemon(see pic.22) 
and Tara Panda(see pic.23). This popularity has been so great that real world characters 
are extending themselves into the fantasy world of virtual reality. In this we have the 
schizoculture of the French philosopher, Gilles Deleuze.(22) The same success has also 
taken off with computer games such as AOE and Final Fantasy 8 where male hero fig­
ures fight to gain or retain position, power and control in a virtual world controlled by 
the person playing the game. It is an extension of the desires, personality and ambitions
22.The trend towards successful, cute and popular dolls has not been lost on some pop singers and politi­
cians in Taiwan who have had soft toy dolls made of themselves to promote their own qualities as "nice 
guys". This transformation has also taken place in the virtual world, especially on MTV. It is likely that 
this trend may also occur in puppet figures as these move more to the modern world setting.
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of the game player, and in turn mirrors their idea of the society and culture in which they 
live in reality.
The puppets today are also changing. At the moment they appear on television as male 
characters in traditional costume acting out dramas in settings of 200 years ago. They are 
so popular that there has been an annual popularity contest since 1994 where people vote 
for their favourite puppet character. The results are published in national newspapers 
and are broadcast on TV.
Current plans are to update these puppets and bring them and their stories into the mod­
ern world with values and settings that people today understand and relate to. The 
China Times newspaper has recently reported plans to create a hand puppet TV show in 
2000 with characters wearing modem clothes in the setting of a baseball game. This is the 
first ever attempt to move puppetry from traditional Chinese costumes and settings and 
takes Taiwanese puppetry into the 21st century. (23)
As images and characters, these dolls, computer characters and puppets mirror the ideas 
and values of modern Taiwanese popular culture. In this context the computer games 
and puppet shows appeal mostly to males; the soft toys appeal more to females. There 
is a separation in society between the two genders and this is itself reflected in the games 
and toys they play with. For the males they identify, almost obsessively, with the desire 
for power and success measured by the deeds their heroes carry out on screen or stage.
23. China Times 18/11/99, reported on the internet at http://news.yam.com.tw/entertain/
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The physical characteristics, endurance and agility of these characters in the virtual 
world reflects the desired qualities of those in the real world, with the hope of the same 
desired outcomes - power and success. This phenomenon was also an aspect of male 
audience reaction in traditional puppet plays.
For females who adopt, also to the point of obsession, the characters of soft toys such as 
Hello Kitty, they find qualities that are both desired and admired. The toy is inviting - it 
is soft and cuddly and white and clean and easily held close to the person. It has bright 
wide eyes and a cute button nose set on a large open face. This is a character that can be 
trusted and confided in. It is company for the most private moments; it can share the 
closest secrets and never tell. It appeals to adult women perhaps more than to children 
because it seems to serve a need that they have - a companion (24) in what may be seen 
as a lonely life. It also reflects the modem economically-independent Taiwanese woman 
who can afford the $A50 - 60 individual cost of these toys as they build up a collection of 
them.
The growth of these trends also reflects an economic influence on Taiwan that has come 
from outside. By far most of these games, puppets and toys are from Japan and show 
both an economic (and some (25) would believe, a political) influence over Taiwan from
24. Dr Kurt Brereton in his lecture "Pathetic Talk" discusses the Hello Kitty phenomenon, describing the 
doll as "a transformational object, a fetish, an emblem of emotional flux". This transformation is as an 
emotional companion and confidant.
25.In Taiwan there is a growing school of thought among a number of people who have access to chat­
rooms on the web, that Japan is continuing to expand its imperial influence as it did before WW II. They 
see this expansion as commercial or economic, using popular figures as Hello Kitty and Pokemon which 
generate a lot of money for the Japanese manufacturers and help to spread Japanese influence to a huge 
audience in Asia.
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its former occupier. These elements of popular culture are not local and continue a rela­
tionship with Japan that has existed for most of this century. My grandmother's genera­
tion grew up under occupation speaking and writing Japanese; my father's generation 
was influenced by Japanese economic growth in the 1950s and 1960s, and even today still 
ask for brands "M ade in Japan". The younger generation have grown up with Japanese 
magazines, fashion, cartoons, images, and even sweets. Now they have the games and 
toys. They have lost much that gives us a Taiwanese identity.
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Conclusion
Puppetry has come a long way in its historical development. It has changed very little 
over great lengths of time. There has been no real pressure to change until recently, since 
social structures, traditions and even technology, which puppetry has reflected, have 
changed very little. However this century has seen great changes in Asia generally and 
in Taiwan specifically. Puppetry has survived these changes and upheld traditional social 
values. However, with the moves to electronic technology, the invention of television and 
other electronic forms of entertainment, there is great pressure on puppetry to adapt to 
these new media. Plans are already in place for such changes next year.
As Taiwan moves to the new century, people are questioning the nature of social change. 
The economy of Taiwan has grown rapidly and its people have been influenced by many 
overseas trends; these have often been combined with local culture. The sudden and 
deep popularity of fantasy objects originating overseas - computer games, soft toys and 
dolls - have highlighted the foreign influences in the change to Taiwan's social fabric. 
There is a growing concern that Taiwan needs to establish an identity and culture of its 
own, separate to overseas influence yet drawing on the long heritage of Taiwan's histo­
ry and culture. The next century will see a movement to develop such an identity.
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Love Dolls in Cyberspace - Winning the Hearts of Taiwan
Introduction
In recent decades, Taiwan has developed very rapidly into a wealthy north Asian econ­
omy dependent on manufacturing and trade for its continued growth.
Taiwanese hand puppets have traditionally been a medium of entertainment. Originally 
they were a folk art. In more recent history they have been used as a medium of political 
propaganda and, in the later twentieth century, have reverted to an entertainment form 
as TV stars. They have been adapted in response to different and changing social values.
In the 1990s however Taiwanese society was swept by the popularity of imported "toys" 
like Pokemon, Hello Kitty from Japan and Betty Boop from the USA replacing the mass 
appeal of the traditional puppets.
However, unlike the rest of the world where these toys have been marketed for children, 
in Taiwan they have taken on a much greater social significance. While they represent 
foreign cultural elements in themselves, they have been adapted in a way that has 
become something new, something that is more Taiwanese.
The American Betty Boop character is a 1950s female image that is seen in Taiwan as sexy. 
This look, rather than the character, has been adopted by real women - the Betelnut 
Ladies - to sell betelnuts on elaborate street stalls. It has led to a profound social change 
in Taiwan.
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The Pokemon and Hello Kitty dolls are popular among all ages and have taken on a 
deeper fantasy role than just toys. For many they have become tokens of love and affec­
tion, especially between courting couples. In the West, for adults to be preoccupied with 
these toys is seen as childish. In Taiwan these toys are more personal, outward expres­
sions of identity and emotion.
They are vigorously collected by the general populace when a new version of the toy 
comes onto the market. Despite very high prices, acquiring rare or limited edition exam­
ples of these toys can often lead to arguments and fights breaking out in shops. Once 
acquired, the dolls are given a pride of place in the home.
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Concept:
In this interactive CD ROM, there are three social phenomena occurring in Taiwan which 
players can explore. These are the development of the Betelnut Ladies, and the influences 
of both Pokemon and Hello Kitty.
In the fourth section, I have created a virtual character, Han-Gee, with features that are 
clearly identifiable as Taiwanese. This character is really a puppet and acts to counter and 
ultimately displace the imported figures of Pokemon and Hello Kitty. It re-establishes a 
Taiwanese identity in the marketplace and allows people to take the puppet to heart and 
give it pride of place over imported characters.
Viewers can move freely around my 3-D model of virtual Taiwan to have an overall view 
and then interact with the four characters to explore my ideas.
In design term s:
a)M ain page
This appears as a virtual model of Taiwan. Taiwan is an island shaped like a sweet pota­
to, close to influential neighbours, mainland China and Japan. It is a beautiful place and 
for many years was called Formosa meaning "beautiful land". The people of Taiwan are 
called "Children of the sweet potato" because of the island's shape and also because the 
sweet potato was the staple food for many generations.
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My virtual Taiwan has a banner that in Mandarin translates as "Land of the sweet pota­
to". On the surface this virtual land is a world without pollution and mass traffic, a beau­
tiful and peacful land. Underlying this, however, there are foreign forces at work that are 
changing this culture.
b) The Betelnut Ladies
Background
Traditionally in Taiwan betelnut was a strong cultural symbol for hard work. People 
believed it freshened the mind and kept the body warm, and from early times native 
Taiwanese created the folk proverb:
" Working hard with betelnut in the mouth". (1)
The native Taiwanese are descendants of the original people; they are autochthonous and 
therefore distinct from those who came to Taiwan from China with Chang Kai-shek to 
escape the communists in 1949. The native Taiwanese speak Taiwanese; the migrants 
speak Mandarin. For the native Taiwanese the betelnut became a strong symbol of their 
original link to the land. It was a matter of national identity - a very powerful sentiment. 
Over time both groups have adopted this nut as a symbol of nationhood.(2)
This has continued in modem times where Taiwan has a strongly hierarchical work 
place. The betelnut, like the cigarette was in the West, is a great social leveller, allowing
1. CTS Magazine http://www.cts.com.tw/nm/sm/sm08211.htm
2. Wang Jan Xiu Social Report http'7/r703a.chem.nthu.edu.tw/~hcepa/bamboo/issue96-96/97/97-arti- 
cle /betelnut /betelnu t-4.html
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bosses to mix easily with employees on the factory floor or in the office because they 
share a common bond, a native consciousness.
Politicians have also used the nut in their advertising campaigns to highlight this sense 
of Taiwanese nationalism to attract votes from all classes. (3)
Socially today it is common to see betelnut booths set up along major roads. These used 
to be small stalls run by lowly-paid, middle-aged women who were conservatively 
dressed, often wearing hats and scarves to protect their skin from the sun and air pollu­
tion. They worked very long hours.
With m odem  Western marketing ideas, these stalls are now metal booths with large win­
dow fronts brightly lit with multicoloured flashing lights. They are staffed by two or 
three young, very attractive, scantily-clad females whose look part of influence come by 
the character Betty Boop. Their job is to attract passing drivers. When they stop, the girls 
chat to them in a very friendly, sexy way and sell them their wares. (This can take on a 
double meaning.) (4)
For the drivers, especially long-distance truck drivers, the stop at these booths represents 
a pick-me-up. The drivers can continue their journey feeling better about themselves, 
feeling more completely satisfied. This notion fits in culturally with the long-held 
Confucian idea that people are satisfied when they have food to chew on, have beauty to 
see (in this case, the girls) and are at one with themselves. Certainly the drivers have egos 
that have been satisfied by the attention given by the girls.
3. CTS magazine homepage - http://ww.cts.com.tw/nm/sm/smo8211.htm
4. TVBS homepage - http://www.tvbs.com.tw/e-bank/wu/people/p24/pl028.htm
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These booths represent a blending of traditional values with modem Western approach­
es; together it has formed a new social and cultural element in Taiwan. It is not yet clear 
whether this evolution will be seen as good or bad.
Concept:
On the virtual Taiwan of the main page there is a betelnut image that is a hot link to the 
next level where the player sees a page with a betelnut lady on the left, and revolving 
betelnut image in the centre and a road sign on the right. Each image is active giving a 
sound greeting, a link to the next level or a squirt of red betelnut juice over the screen.
The link takes you to the Betelnut Highway where the player drives a tm ck around on a 
betelnut trip and interacts with the signs which reveal the basic needs for people accord­
ing to Confucius and ancient Chinese tradition. Clicking on the main highway sign takes 
you back to either the main page or the previous page.
c)Pokemon
Background
Pokemon is a new popular trend around the world. Pokemon which derives from the 
words pocket monster is a range of different animal types who live in the cartoon world 
with humans.(5) The human cartoon characters are all teenagers who stmggle with each 
other for dominance. They capture pokemon animals with an electronic ball-shaped trap 
and then train them to fight the other humans' pokemon animals. Each human has a sta-
5. Pokemon homepahe - http://www.pokemon.com
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ble of pokemons and the object is to train the best group. They come in different shapes 
and sizes and have different powers. When a teenage trainer is attacked or challenged he 
releases his animals from the pokemon ball.
The recurring theme is good versus evil in a teenage world of love, bravery and justice. 
On the surface, it presents a positive set of values but under the surface the cartoons are 
about power and control. The good human trainer always wins in the end with his/her 
pokemons but underpinning this there is always the assertion that the winner rules over 
other trainers as well as his/her pokemons. The pokemons are exploited and are an 
extension of the personality of the human.
In many ways the pokemon phenomenon is like the ancient puppet shows of China, 
Japan and Taiwan. They also emphasised values of good over evil and showed love, 
bravery and justice in a world that the audience understood as mirroring their own. This 
may explain the popularity of pokemon in Asian countries.
The impact of pokemon, and also Hello Kitty, both from Japan, has been enormous on 
the social and economic life of Taiwan. The widespread popularity of these characters via 
TV, video and playstation, and internet games, has subtly re-introduced Japanese influ­
ence into Taiwan and has seen a great deal of Taiwanese money going back to Japan. The 
subtlety of this influence which is changing Taiwanese culture needs to be shown to the 
people of Taiwan as an awareness-raising exercise.
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Concept
M y CD attempts to do this by allowing the person playing to operate a pokemon-shaped 
cursor which moves around a maze searching to destroy Hello Kittys. These hide behind 
the bad cat characters of the pokemon series.
One Japanese character seeks to destroy another, so that Japanese influence is turned on 
itself. In this game of cultural fighting the player (ultimately a Taiwanese) reasserts con­
trol over the whole situation. It does not matter if the player wins or loses because the 




Hello Kitty is a cat doll with a big face, small eyes and no mouth. She was developed by 
Japanese designers as a 2-D image in 1974 but was not as popular as now. In recent years 
following the trend of creating popular computer characters, the Japanese presented a 
new-look 3-D Kitty with a range of costumes such as Kitty in a space-suit or the mermaid 
Kitty. It is different from the old-style Kitty which was always turned sideways with only 
one set of clothes. The new look for Hello Kitty made it the most popular doll image in 
North and South Asia. Kitty shops sprang up everywhere and Kitty web-pages were 
heavily accessed as collectors obtained the latest information on Kitty products and 
ordered these on e-trade.
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Because of this popularity, McDonalds in Taiwan designed six limited edition Kitty cou­
ples each with different costumes for Valentine's Day 1999 as a strategy to sell more 
m eals.(6) One couple was released per week so that marketing was spread over six 
weeks. Marketing was so successful that Hello Kitty collectors were buying McDonalds' 
products very early every Monday morning before the special Kitty couples ran out.
This first marketing was hugely successful and set a new trend in Taiwan.
Males were now giving these special Kittys as love tokens to females because of the 
Valentine's Day link. Girls everywhere in Taiwan now measured how much their 
boyfriends loved them on the basis of the gift/s of these Hello Kittys..In the West such a 
fad may sound childish, but it was such a strong reaction to the original marketing cam­
paign that McDonalds repeated this approach but now targetted male customers. Males 
acquired the Kittys for their girlfriends, fathers for their daughters. A new standard had 
been set for the measurement of one's love for another person. A bunch of red roses is no 
longer good enough.
Concept
On the main page, Hello Kitty is seen sitting on a seesaw with a heart on the other end. 
Hello Kitty has displaced the heart and sits heavily on virtual Taiwan. This symbolises 
the shift in love tokens that has taken place in real Taiwan today.
To mimick the popularity of Hello Kitty in Taiwan, I have created Hello Kitty dispensing 
machines in my virtual Taiwan. The imported dolls are everywhere. To reinforce this idea
6. ChinaTime Newspaper homepage - http://www.cweekly.com.tw/1121/insider/id_20.htm
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I have included a 7-11 shop logo because these shops are open 24 hours a day and are 
very popular in Taiwan, much moreso than in Australia. Like food and drink machines, 
these Hello Kitty dispensers satisfy peoples' needs, even more than food or drink.
To make the interface more interactive and interesting, I added a fortune-telling section 
based on the Chinese year. There are 12 years in a Chinese lunar calendar, each one asso­
ciated with a particular animal. The year 2000 for example is the Year of the Dragon. For 
each of the 12 years there is a Hello Kitty face wearing the animal costume of that year. 
When you click on the Kitty wearing the symbol for your year, Hello Kitty will tells you 
your fortune for the next twelve months.
e) Han-Gee & Mr. Wah
Background
Taiwan has always been associated with the sweet potato because 
island and because this vegetable was the staple food for many 
become the symbol of being a native Taiwanese.
Concept
My character Han-Gee has been developed from the model of a Taiwanese traditional 
hand puppet. In Taiwanese the two words han gee mean sweet potato. It seems fitting to 
call this character by this name to emphasise his indigenous link; as a hyphenated name 
it is also easy for westerners to say.
of the shape of the 
generations. It has
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He exists in the virtual world but keeps the facial features and the costume type of the 
traditional puppets. To make him fashionable and contemporary however, Han-Gee 
wears a removable face tattoo instead of traditional make-up, a nose ring and earrings. 
Such rings are current fashion in Taiwan along with temporary tattoo transfers, so cul­
turally Han-Gee fits in with contemporary trends.
On his head he wears a white baseball cap turned backwards, carrying the words "Made 
in Taiwan" to symbolise the his national character. He is presented as a local identity and 
hero figure.
On his arm he carries a large blue bag decorated with a big "e". This is to carry his per­
sonal electronic objects - his DVD player, mobile phone and palm computer. Like the 
modern Taiwanese young person, Han-Gee is in the vanguard of new technology. The 
bright blue colour symbolises his personal qualities - intelligent, calm and independent. 
This develops from the notion in modem Taiwan that the blue of the sky is bright, open, 
free and all-encompassing.
Around his neck Han-Gee wears a scarf, in this case coloured red for luck.
The red scarf is a costume element overlapping his underlying robe as a way of empha­
sising that new fashion builds on past traditions. People in Taiwan would understand 
this notion, where m odem  ideas and fashions - the external elements - should be built on 
the internal and strong traditional values. At the moment western and Japanese influ­
4 8
ence is quickly being adopted and is displacing rather than building on traditional val­
ues. As a character, Han-Gee tries to highlight this discrepancy and redress the imbalance 
by being a role model of balance.
On his scarf, Han-Gee wears a small puppet frog coloured green that serves to tie off the 
scarf. Han-Gee sees this as a lucky charm and calls him Mr Wah. Wah is the Taiwanese 
word for frog. As a hand puppet is traditionally used by Taiwanese people to educate, 
entertain and remind them of old values, so Mr Wah is a companion to Han-Gee remind­
ing him of his traditional values in case he begins to forget them in the face of overseas 
influences. As real people have their dolls and puppets, so Han-Gee has his. Han-Gee's 
transformation into a real but virtual character is therefore complete.
My virtual character (and his friend) are creations to remind people in Taiwan of their 
own identity in the face of imported ideas and values, symbolised by characters such as 
Pokemon and Hello Kitty. In re-establishing such a Taiwanese identity, it helps to bring 




The creation of Han-Gee continues the tradition of ancient Taiwanese hand puppets 
which were used to entertain and educate the people. My character can also do this from 
the m odem  setting of a virtual world while also looking modem. However he symbolis­
es and raises awareness of old values in the face of modem imported ones. He represents 
the assertion of national values against foreign influence which has both social and eco­
nomic implications on the future development of Taiwan.
5 0
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piclO. Setting up a portable stage
p ic ll. Audience watching a Punch and Judy show
Table 1: Features of the traditional puppet form
Tem peram ent I a c i a 1 i e a t n r e s
Gentle person
V




Warlike character staring eyes
thick brow
a wide nose and m outh.
Clow n thick lips
lips parted in a grin
hair and beard m ade of
Table 2:
Characteristics C o I o u r /  m o t i f s
. . ;;:''bravery: W hite facial colouring
SStfllllfISfi purple
^ x i e t y green
Justice;Kightemisness black
Evil blue
A troubled character a red face
A complex personality a mullti-coloured face
Tablel. Features of the traditional puppet form 
Table2. Characteristics, colours of traditional puppet forms.
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Interface design of Betelnut lady
Background
Traditionally m Tpftïteo hnieiôet waa a 
btrong ootidra* symbol far handwork. 
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earty times native Taiwanese created 
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For the native Taiwanese the dateïnaî 
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national identity - e vary powerful 
¿teot/mcnt as -a -symbol ur natmnhdod.
Interface design of analysis page - Betelnut
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Interface design
Interface design of Pokémon game
InstrucUons
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Players, a i t a c i  the  H e l lo  h i t t .y  fa ce s  by c l i c k in g  the
Pot erri on cursor on them
rdu have to beat the evil cat shields which p ro tec t Hello
t-ittv or you »III lose P O K E M O N  f g f f
i f  you h i t  a il  the Hello Pi t ty s ,  you w in  level I and can 
progress to level 2 and a ttach more.
I f  vou f in ish  level 2, you WIN!!
Interface design of an
interface design of Hello Kitty page
Interface design of fortune page
Hello Kitty
m  m m
Background
Hello Kitty was developed by Japanese designers as a 
2-0 image in 1974 but was not as popular as now. In 
recent years following the trend of creating popular 
computer characters, the Japanese presented a 
new-iook 3-D Kitty with a range of costumes such as 
Kitty m a space-suit or the mermaid Kitty. The new 
look, for Hello Kitty made it the most popular doll 
image in North and South Asia.
H E L L O  K ITTY
Because of this popularity, McDonalds in Taiwan 
designed six limited edition Kitty couples each with 
different costumes far Valentine's Day 1399 as a 
strategy to sell more meals. Marketing was sd 
successful that Hello Kitty collectors were buying 
McDonalds' products very early every Monday 
morning before the special Kitty couples ran out. 
pi
Interface design of analysis page - Hello Kitty
CONCEPT
1 have created a virtual character. Han- 
Gee, w ith features that are clearly 
Identifiable as Taiwanese. This character is 
really a puppet and acts to counter and 
ultimately displace the imported figures of 
Pokemon and Hello Kitty. It re-establishes a 
Taiwanese identity in the marketplace and 
allows people to take the puppet to heart 
and give it pride of place over imported 
characters.
Piace the cursor over Han-Gee to find more 
information. There are f i v e  s e c t io n s  
w a i t .in g . f o r y p u. to  ex pj o r e
interface design of Han-Gee & Mr. Wah
Interface design ofHan-Gee & Mr. Wah
CD -ROM Appendix III
Pokemon Game Script
global direction!., direction2, direction3, direction4, direction5, direction6 
global m ovel, move2, move3, move4, move5, move6, move7, move8, move9, movelO 
global k itl, kit2, kit3, kit4, kit5, kit6
global h ell, hel2, hel3, hel4, hel5, hel6, hel7, hel8, hel9, hellO 
--variables for the moving cats- direction(levell)-move(level2)
global points, ady 
global backpoints, backady
--variables for the counter so program knows when to go to the next level 
--points and backpoints (levell)- ady and backady (level2)
on startmovie
— when director starts set the following things before anything else
set points = 0 
set ady = 0
— set the positive points to zero
-- these add up to the number of cats pressed
set backpoints = 6 
set backady = 10
-- set the negative points to the number of cats in that level
-  these decrease to zero, so the game knows to move to the next level
set direction 1 = FALSE 
set direction2 = TRUE 
set direction3 = FALSE 
set direction4 = TRUE 
set direction5 = FALSE 
set direction6 = TRUE
-  variable names for each cat moving in the level 1
— the variables are set to true, which means = move in the positive direction(down)
— false = negative direction(up) 
set kitl = FALSE
set kit2 = TRUE 
set kit3 = FALSE 
set kit4 '= TRUE 
set kit5 = FALSE 
set kit6 = TRUE
set m ovel = TRUE 
set move2 = TRUE 
set move3 = FALSE 
set move4 = TRUE 
set move5 = FALSE 
set move6 = TRUE 
set move7 = FALSE 
set move8 = TRUE 
set move9 = FALSE 
set movelO = TRUE
-- variable names for each cat moving in the level 2
-- the variables are set to true, which means = move in the positive direction
set hell = TRUE
set hel2 = TRUE
set hel3 = FALSE
set hel4 = TRUE
set hel5 = FALSE
set hel6 = TRUE
set hel7 = FALSE
set hel8 = TRUE
set hel9 = FALSE
set hellO = TRUE
end
global directionl, direction2, direction3, direction4, direction5, directionó
global points, backpoints
global k itl, kit2, kit3, kit4, kit5, kitó
—variable names allocated for cats in level 1 
—counters for level 1
on exitframe 
go to the frame
— when director gets to this point wait until something happens
set catl = the locH of sprite 57 
set cat2 = the locH of sprite 58 
set cat3 = the locH of sprite 59 
set cat4 = the locH of sprite 60 
set cat5 = the locV of sprite 61 
set cat6 = the locV of sprite 62
— sets variable names for the cats in the sprite positions
set kitty 1 = the locH of sprite 51 
set kitty2 = the locH of sprite 52 
set kitty3 = the locH of sprite 53 
set kitty4 = the locH of sprite 54 
set kitty5 = the locV of sprite 55 
set kitty6 = the locV of sprite 56
— sets variable names for the kitty's in the sprite positions
put points into member 220 
~  sets the positive counter cast member 20
if backpoints = 0 then 
go to "p game level 2"
set points = 0 
end if
— check to see if the negative counter has reached zero
— if it has it means all the cats have been caught
-- therefore go to level 2 and reset the positive counter
if directionl = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 57 = catl + 2 
end if
if direction2 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 58 = cat2 + 3 
end if
if direction3 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 59 = cat3 + 1 
end if
if direction4 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 60 = cat4 + 2 
end if
if direction5 = TRUE then 
set the locV of sprite 61 = cat5 + 2 
end if
if direction6 = TRUE then 
set the locV of sprite 62 = cat6 + 3 
end if
updatestage
- i f  the cats are set to a positive position, set their vertical position
- to  positive and to move at (example +5) 5 pixels per movement in the positive
direction
-updateStage- reset the screen to show the changes
if directionl = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 57 = catl - 2 
end if
if direction2 = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 58 = cat2 - 3 
end if
if direction3 = FALSE then 
set the locFl of sprite 59 = cat3 - 2 
end if
if direction4 = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 60 = cat4 - 3 
end if
if direction5 = FALSE then 
set the locV of sprite 61 = cat5 -1  
end if
if direction6 = FALSE then 
set the locV of sprite 62 = cat6 - 2 
end if
updatestage
—if the cats are set to a negative position, set their vertical position 
—to negative and to move at (example -2) 2 pixels per movement in the negative 
direction
—updateStage- reset the screen to show the changes
if sprite 57 intersects 65 then 
set directionl = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 58 intersects 67 then 
set direction2 = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 59 intersects 69 then
set direction3 = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 60 intersects 71 then 
set direction4 = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 61 intersects 73 then 
set direction5 = FALSE 
end if
if sprite 62 intersects 75 then 
set direction6 = FALSE 
end if
— if the cats run into the bar(maze) change their direction
if sprite 57 intersects 64 then 
set directionl = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 58 intersects 66 then 
set direction2 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 59 intersects 68 then 
set direction3 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 60 intersects 70 then 
set direction4 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 61 intersects 72 then 
set direction5 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 62 intersects 74 then 
set direction6 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
-- if the cats run into the bar(maze) change their direction
if k itl = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 51 = kitty 1 + 1 
end if
if kit2 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 52 = kitty2 + 2 
end if
if kit3 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 53 = kitty3 + 2 
end if
if kit4 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 54 = kitty4 + 3 
end if
if kit5 = TRUE then 
set the locV of sprite 55 = kitty5 + 1 
end if
if kit6 = TRUE then 
set the locV of sprite 56 = kitty6 + 3 
end if
updatestage
—if the kitty's are set to a positive position, set their vertical position 
—to positive and to move at (example +5) 5 pixels per movement in the positive 
direction
-updateStage- reset the screen to show the changes
if kitl = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 51 = kitty 1 - 3 
end if
if kit2 = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 52 = kitty2 - 2 
end if
if kit3 = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 53 = kitty3 - 2 
end if
if kit4 = FALSE then
set the locH of sprite 54 = kitty4 - 3 
end if
if kit5 = FALSE then 
set the locV of sprite 55 = kitty5 - 2 
end if
if kit6 = FALSE then 
set the locV of sprite 56 = kitty6 -1  
end if
updatestage
—if the kitty's are set to a negative position, set their vertical position 
—to negative and to move at (example -2) 2 pixels per movement in the negative 
direction
-updateStage- reset the screen to show the changes
if sprite 51 intersects 65 then 
set k itl = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 52 intersects 67 then 
set kit2 = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 53 intersects 69 then 
set kit3 = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 54 intersects 71 then 
set kit4 = FALSE 
updatestage
end if
if sprite 55 intersects 73 then 
set kit5 = FALSE 
end if
if sprite 56 intersects 75 then 
set kit6 = FALSE 
end if
— if the kitty's run into the bar(maze) change their direction
if sprite 51 intersects 64 then 
set kitl = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 52 intersects 66 then 
set kit2 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 53 intersects 68 then 
set kit3 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 54 intersects 70 then 
set kit4 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 55 intersects 72 then 
set kit5 = TRUE
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 56 intersects 74 then 
set kit6 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
-  if the kitty's run into the bar(maze) change their direction 
end
global m ovel, move2, move3, move4, move5, move6, move7, move8, move9, movelO 
global hell, hel2, hel3, hel4, hel5, hel6, hel7, hel8, hel9, hellO 
global ady, backady
—variable names allocated for cats in level 2 
—counters for level 1
on exitframe 
go to the frame
-  when director gets to this point wait until something happens
set ecatsl = the locH of sprite 91 
set ecats2 = the locH of sprite 92 
set ecats3 = the locV of sprite 93 
set ecats4 = the locH of sprite 94 
set ecats5 = the locH of sprite 95 
set ecats6 = the locH of sprite 96 
set ecats7 = the locH of sprite 97 
set ecats8 = the locH of sprite 98 
set ecats9 = the locV of sprite 99 
set ecatslO = the locH of sprite 100
-  sets variable names for the cats in the sprite positions
set hellol = the locH of sprite 81
set hello2 = the locH of sprite 82 
set hello3 = the locV of sprite 83 
set hello4 = the locH of sprite 84 
set hello5 = the locH of sprite 85 
set hello6 = the locH of sprite 86 
set hello7 = the locH of sprite 87 
set hello8 = the locH of sprite 88 
set hello9 = the locV of sprite 89 
set hellolO = the locH of sprite 90
— sets variable names for the kitty's in the sprite positions
put ady into member 221
-- sets the positive counter cast member 21
if backady = 0 then 
go to "winner" 
set ady = 0 
end if
— check to see if the negative counter has reached zero
— if it has it means all the cats have been caught
— therefore go to level 2 and reset the positive counter
if m ovel = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 91 = ecatsl + 2 
end if
if move2 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 92 = ecats2 + 5 
end if
if move3 = TRUE then 
set the locV of sprite 93 = ecats3 + 4 
end if
if move4 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 94 = ecats4 + 5
end if
if move5 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 95 = ecats5 + 4 
end if
if move6 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 96 = ecats6 + 2 
end if
if move7 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 97 = ecats7 + 5 
end if
if move8 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 98 = ecats8 + 3 
end if
if move9 = TRUE then 
set the locV of sprite 99 = ecats9 + 6 
end if
if movelO = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 100 = ecatslO + 3 
end if
updatestage
—if the cats are set to a positive position, set their vertical position 
—to positive and to move at (example +5) 5 pixels per movement in the positive 
direction
-updateStage- reset the screen to show the changes
if m ovel = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 91 = ecatsl - 3 
end if
if move2 = FALSE then
set the locH of sprite 92 = ecats2 - 2 
end if
if move3 = FALSE then 
set the locV of sprite 93 = ecats3 - 3 
end if
if move4 = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 94 = ecats4 - 3 
end if
if move5 = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 95 = ecats5 - 2 
end if
if move6 = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 96 = ecatsó -1  
end if
if move7 = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 97 = ecats7 - 2 
end if
updatestage 
if move8 = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 98 = ecats8 - 3 
end if
updatestage 
if move9 = FALSE then 
set the locV of sprite 99 = ecats9 - 1 
end if
updatestage 
if move 10 = FALSE then 
set the locH of sprite 100 = ecatslO - 2 
end if
updatestage
—if the cats are set to a negative position, set their vertical position 
--to negative and to move at (example -2) 2 pixels per movement in the negative 
direction
—updateStage- reset the screen to show the changes
if sprite 91 intersects 102 then 
set m ovel = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 92 intersects 104 then 
set move2 = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 93 intersects 105 then 
set move3 = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 94 intersects 108 then 
set move4 = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 95 intersects 110 then 
set move5 = FALSE 
end if
if sprite 96 intersects 112 then 
set move6 = FALSE
end if
if sprite 97 intersects 114 then 
set move7 = FALSE 
end if
if sprite 98 intersects 116 then 
set move8 = FALSE 
end if
if sprite 99 intersects 117 then 
set move9 = FALSE 
end if
if sprite 100 intersects 120 then 
set move 10 = FALSE 
end if
— if the cats run into the bar(maze) change their direction
if sprite 91 intersects 101 then 
set m ovel = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 92 intersects 103 then 
set move2 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 93 intersects 106 then 
set move3 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 94 intersects 107 then
set move4 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 95 intersects 109 then 
set move5 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 96 intersects 111 then 
set move 6 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 97 intersects 113 then 
set move7 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 98 intersects 115 then 
set move8 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 99 intersects 118 then 
set move9 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 100 intersects 119 then 
set move 10 = TRUE
updatestage 
end if
— if the cats run into the bar(maze) change their direction
ifh e ll  = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 81 = hellol + 4
end if
if hel2 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 82 = hello2 + 2 
end if
if hel3 = TRUE then 
set the locV of sprite 83 = hello3 + 2 
end if
if hel4 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 84 = hello4 + 4 
end if
if hel5 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 85 = hello5 + 3 
end if
if hel6 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 86 = hello6 + 4 
end if
if hel7 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 87 = hello7 + 2 
end if
if hel8 = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 88 = hello8 + 3 
end if
if hel9 = TRUE then 
set the locV of sprite 89 = hello9 + 3 
end if
if hellO = TRUE then 
set the locH of sprite 90 = hellolO + 2
end if
updatestage
—if the cats are set to a positive position, set their vertical position
—to positive and to move at (example +5) 5 pixels per movement in the positive
direction
--updateStage- reset thè screen to show thè changes
ifh e ll  = FALSE then 
set thè locH of sprite 81 = hellol - 3 
end if
if hel2 = FALSE then 
set thè locH of sprite 82 = hello2 - 2 
end if
ifh e!3  = FALSE then 
set thè locV of sprite 83 = hello3 - 3 
end if
if hel4 = FALSE then 
set thè locH of sprite 84 = hello4 - 4 
end if
if hel5 = FALSE then 
set thè locH of sprite 85 = hello5 - 5 
end if
if hel6 = FALSE then 
set thè locH of sprite 86 = helloó - 3 
end if
if hel7 = FALSE then 
set thè locH of sprite 87 = hello7 - 4 
end if
updatestage 
if hel8 = FALSE then 
set thè locH of sprite 88 = hello8 - 3
end if
updatestage
if hel9 = FALSE then 
set thè locV of sprite 89 = hello9 - 2
end if
updatestage
if hellO = FALSE then
set the locH of sprite 90 = hellolO - 3 
end if
updatestage
—if the cats are set to a negative position, set their vertical position 
—to negative and to move at (example -2) 2 pixels per movement in the negative 
direction
-updateStage- reset the screen to show the changes
if sprite 81 intersects 102 then 
set hell = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 82 intersects 104 then 
set hel2 = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 83 intersects 105 then 
set hel3 = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 84 intersects 108 then 
set hel4 = FALSE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 85 intersects 110 then 
set hel5 = FALSE 
end if
if sprite 86 intersects 112 then
set heló = FALSE 
end if
if sprite 87 intersects 114 then 
set hel7 = FALSE 
end if
if sprite 88 intersects 116 then 
set hel8 = FALSE 
end if
if sprite 89 intersects 117 then 
set hel9 = FALSE 
end if
if sprite 90 intersects 120 then 
set hellO = FALSE 
end if
— if the cats run into the bar(maze) change their direction
if sprite 81 intersects 101 then 
set hell = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 82 intersects 103 then 
set hel2 = TRUE
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 83 intersects 106 then 
set hel3 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 84 intersects 107 then 
set hel4 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 85 intersects 109 then 
set hel5 -  TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 86 intersects 111 then 
set hel6 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 87 intersects 113 then 
set hel7 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 88 intersects 115 then 
set hel8 = TRUE 
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 89 intersects 118 then 
set hel9 = TRUE
updatestage 
end if
if sprite 90 intersects 119 then 
set hellO = TRUE
updatestage 
end if
~ ^ the cats run into the bar(maze) change their direction 
end
global points, backpoints 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
— put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 51 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 51 = -60
-- when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set points = points+1
set backpoints = backpoints-1
— when this cat is clicked,
-- increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
global points, backpoints 
on MouseDown 
puppetsound "picachu"
— put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 52 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 52 = -60
__ when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set points = points+1
set backpoints = backpoints-1
— when this cat is clicked,
increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
puppetsound "picachu"
-- put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 53 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 53 = -60
— when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set points = points+1
set backpoints = backpoints-1
-- when this cat is clicked,




global points, backpoints 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
-- put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 55 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 54 = -60
-  when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set points = points+1
set backpoints = backpoints-1
-  when this cat is clicked,
-  increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
on MouseDown
puppetsound "cat sound copy"
-- put in the sound that plays when cat is pressed 
go to marker ("loser")
-- if a cat is pressed the player loses(levell) 
end
global points, backpoints 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
— put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 51 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 51 = -60
— when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set points = points+1
set backpoints = backpoints-1
— when this cat is clicked,
— increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
global points, backpoints 
on MouseDown
puppetsound picachu
-  put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 52 = 500
set the locH of sprite 52 = -60
when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set points = points+1 
set backpoints = backpoints-1 
-- when this cat is clicked,
— increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
global points, backpoints 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
-- put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (level 1)
set the locV of sprite 53 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 53 = -60
— when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set points = points+1
set backpoints = backpoints-1
— when this cat is clicked,
— increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
global points, backpoints 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu
-  put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 54 = 500
set the locH of sprite 54 = -60
when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
"  when this cat is clicked,
increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
global ady, backady 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
-- put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 83 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 83 = -60
— when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set ady = ady+1
set backady = backady-1
— when this cat is clicked,
— increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter 
end
global ady, backady 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
~ put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 84 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 84 = -60
— when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set ady -  ady+1
set backady = backady-1
_when this cat is clicked.
Aerease the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
global ady, backady 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
— put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 85 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 85 = -60
— when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set ady = ady+1
set backady = backady-1
— when this cat is clicked,
— increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
global ady, backady 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
— put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 86 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 86 = -60
— when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set ady -  ady+1
set backady = backady-1
_when this cat is clicked,
increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
puppetsound "picachu"
— put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 55 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 55 = -60
— when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set points = points+1
set backpoints = backpoints-1
— when this cat is clicked,




global points, backpoints 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
-- put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 56 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 56 = -60
— when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set points = points+1
set backpoints = backpoints-1
— when this cat is clicked,
— increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
puppetsound "picachu"
-- put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 87 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 87 = -60
-- when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set ady = ady+1
set backady = backady-1
— when this cat is clicked,




global ady, backady 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
~ put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 88 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 88 = -60
-- when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set ady = ady+1
set backady = backady-1
— when this cat is clicked,
__ g r e a s e  the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
set Points = points+1
sot backpoints = backpoints-1
-- when this cat is clicked,
-- increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
global points, backpoints 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
-  put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 55 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 55 = -60
-  when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set points = points+1
set backpoints = backpoints-1
-  when this cat is clicked,
-- increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
global points, backpoints 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu
— put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 56 = 500
set the locH of sprite 56 = -60
when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set points = points+1
set backpoints = backpoints-1
— when this cat is clicked,
increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
global ady, backady 
on MouseDown 
puppetsound "picachu"
-- put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 81 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 81 = -60
— when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set ady = ady + 1
set backady = backady - 1
— when this cat is clicked,
— increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
global ady, backady 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
-  put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 82 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 82 = -60
— when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set ady = ady+1
set backady = backady-1
puppetsound "picachu"
put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 89 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 89 = -60
-  when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set ady = ady+1
set backady = backady-1
— when this cat is clicked,




global ady, backady 
on MouseDown
puppetsound "picachu"
-- put in the sound that plays when kitty is pressed (levell)
set the locV of sprite 90 = 500 
set the locH of sprite 90 = -60
— when the kitty is pressed send the cat to this location - off screen
set ady = ady+1
set backady = backady-1
— when this cat is clicked,
— increase the positive counter and decrease the negative counter
end
°n MouseDown
puppetsound "cat sound copy"
■" put in the sound that plays when cat is pressed 
go to marker ("loser")
-- if a cat is pressed the player loses(level2) 
end
-- Scripting for pokemon game by Maree Crowhurst
